Welcome to
Feefo Surveys

Real people. Real reviews. Real insight.

The way consumers interact with
businesses is changing, competition
is fierce and expectation when it comes
to experience continues to grow.
Customer reviews are a powerful tool. You’ve built up a good
picture of how your customers rate your products and services,
but how well do you really know their journey with you?

Can you pinpoint the exact moment that five
stars became four; how easy your site is to
navigate or why those who didn’t convert chose
to go elsewhere, and can you afford not to find out?

"We live in an age when quality, or even price, are
no longer sufficient for a brand to stand out from the
competition... 73% of 15,000 consumers surveyed globally,
said customer experience was an important factor in their
purchasing decision. Nearly a third said they would drop a
brand after a single bad experience."
Matt West, CEO, Feefo
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Why Feefo Surveys?

Feefo Surveys is a game changer
when it comes to bringing you
closer to your customers.
It works alongside the other tools in your Feefo arsenal to give
you a far more detailed view of your customer experience.
As well as helping you to increase conversion, build your brand
and improve your online visibility; inviting your customers to
review your products and services is a great way to gather
accurate insight that you can use to make positive change.

We want to take that to the next level by giving you
an ‘access all areas’ pass to your customer journey.
Feefo Surveys gives you the flexibility to look beyond the
sales cycle and reach out to existing and potential customers
at any touchpoint and any channel, in an instant.
Get quick, anonymous feedback whenever and wherever
you need it, with personalised messaging that will help
you get the answers you’re looking for.

“The development of Feefo Surveys was driven by the feedback of our
customers. Those gathering feedback for insight purposes were looking
to ask more specific and tailored questions in order to dig deeper. They
also wanted to reach out across a wider range of channels, some of
which are pretty tough to verify. We realised that by offering verified
reviews alongside the ability to collect private, anonymous feedback
at any touchpoint, we’d be creating a powerful toolkit that could be
used to improve the entire customer experience.”
Neil McIlroy, Head of Product, Feefo
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How will Surveys help you?

→

Quick and easy feedback in an instant

→

Fill the gaps in your knowledge

→

Gain internal insight

→

Make life easier

→

Sentiment analysis at no extra cost

Share your feedback with a simple link. All feedback is anonymous so there’s
no need for data capture; just reach out whenever and wherever you need to.

Reach out beyond your customer base to learn why some prospective
customers aren’t converting and build a clearer picture of your brand
reputation from a wider audience.

Happy staff = A great customer experience. Surveys is a quick and easy way
to improve employee engagement and identify internal issues that could be
getting in the way of your success.

Collecting reviews, gathering CX insights and using a standalone surveys tool?
Bring everything together with one simple solution.

With Feefo Surveys, sentiment analysis technology comes as standard, so
you can get a clear snapshot of trending issues, positive points and how
people feel about your brand, hassle free.
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What are the key features?

→

Multiple choice:

Flexible format
With five different options available, we give you the
flexibility to ask questions your way, whether you want a
straightforward multiple choice or to dig a little deeper.

Single line answer:
More space for additional detail:

Flexible scale for easy rating:
Drop down selection:
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What are the key features?

→

Simple measurements
Incorporate simple scales to measure satisfaction,
sentiment and how easily your customers find it to
interact with your brand, product and services.

→

Personalised journeys
Customise your surveys by varying your questions
based on the responses of the user.

Net Promotor Score®:

Customer Effort Score:

Customer Satisfaction Score:
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What are the key features?

→

Remove the hurdles
Collect responses to your survey on any
channel by sharing a single link. Get the
quick answers you need without the need
for data capture.
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→

Straight forward reporting
Get an instant snapshot of your responses
with clear visual reporting.
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What are the key features?

→

Instant insight
No need to spend hours reading every response.
Identify reoccurring themes and get a view of how
people feel towards your business in an instant.
Sentiment is usually a bit more
complicated than positive, negative and
neutral. Our sentiment score allows you
to accurately measure customer opinion
in a way that other metrics don’t.

Our AI technology automatically highlights reoccurring themes in
your feedback, allowing you to see positives and negatives at a
glance, without having to manually trawl through every response.
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How surveys and reviews work together
OBJECTIVE

REVIEWS

|

SURVEYS

WHY?

Collect private feedback

Private feedback can provide deeper insight. Review content will give
you genuine responses from your customers, while Surveys will provide
a more general view from a wider audience.

Generate ratings you
can share and display

Sharing your rating on your website is a great trust signal that can help to
boost conversion. This can only be generated by genuine customer reviews.

Collect instant feedback
when you need it

Need information quickly? Surveys allows you to gather feedback
without the need for data capture, making gathering responses quick
and easy. For a complete picture, take the time to compare the results
with verified feedback from your customers.

Help consumers make
purchase decisions

If you're using reviews to aid a consumer's decision-making process,
make sure you use verified feedback from genuine customers.

Collect feedback from anyone,
not just your customers

Reach beyond the buying cycle. Learn about your brand reputation
from a wider audience; get real time feedback on your online experience
and even find out why a visitor chose not to convert.

Generate seller ratings
and organic stars

Only public review feedback can contribute to organic stars/seller ratings.

Collect internal feedback from your staff

Connect with your staff in a way that is quick, easy and anonymous;
re-engage and identify internal issues that could be holding you back.

Gain meaningful insight to make
business changes that matter

Learn what you can promote and improve throughout your customer journey.
Use reviews for insight from your customers and Surveys to reach beyond.

Collect feedback via any channel

You can share a survey through any channel with a single link. Reach a
wider audience through your social channels or get quick feedback on
your site at any point by using live chat or pop ups.
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How will Feefo Surveys help you
improve the way you do business?
This isn’t just about another way to connect with
your customers. Success lies in taking a deep,
honest look at your business, learning from
your findings and taking action, whether that’s
rectifying problems or making the most of the
areas in which you’re thriving.

Learn about the wider perception of your brand
Find out how people feel about the experience
you offer at any touchpoint
Identify issues and respond fast
Tune in to your brand advocates and turn up
the volume
Understand and optimise your digital presence
and online journey
Benchmark the performance of your stores,
branches or offices
Get your internal processes running as smoothly
as your external ones
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Your success is our success
Ready to take your insight to the next level? Our friendly team are
on-hand and ready to help you with everything from getting set
up, to offering best-practice advise. Get in touch today!

Email us:
customersuccess@feefo.com

Call us:
0203 362 4209

Visit us:
www.feefo.com

NPS, Net Promoter & Net Promoter Score are
registered trademarks of Satmetrix Systems, Inc.,
Bain & Company and Fred Reichheld.

Feefo Holdings Ltd
Heath Farm
Heath Road East
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